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Short Description

13" x33" Rectangle Fire Pit Burner Glass Guard 5482-1030 by OW Lee

Description

Elevate your outdoor living experience with the 13" x33" Rectangle Fire Pit Burner Glass Guard (5482-1030) by
OW Lee. The Casual Fireside Collection seamlessly combines simplicity and grace. The sleek and
contemporary design of this fire pit burner glass guard serves as a captivating accent, elevating your outdoor
ambiance and providing a cozy setting to unwind.

Includes

One (1) 13" x33" Rectangle Fire Pit Burner Glass Guard 5482-1030

Dimensions

13" W x 33" D x 8" H (20 lbs.)

Features

Designed to fit over the fire pit opening, protecting the burner assembly against harsh wind
Glass is extra strong and suitable for regular outdoor exposure
It's compatible with 10" x30" burners
Made in the USA
Assembly Required

Warranty

OW Lee's warranty covers manufacturing defects; normal wear and tear is not included. With a little bit of
care, your furniture will outlive the warranty for many years.

About the Manufacturer

For over seven decades, O.W. Lee has stood as a beacon of excellence in the world of fine, handcrafted casual
furniture. With an unwavering commitment to both design and production, this distinguished brand has
redefined the art of crafting beautiful furniture pieces. Hailing from their expansive 450,000 square-foot
manufacturing facility nestled in Comfort, Texas, O.W. Lee artisans seamlessly merge time-honoured
techniques with cutting-edge technology to create casual furniture that's not only functional but also works of
art. With a rich history and a dedication to quality, O.W. Lee is more than a brand; it's a testament to the
enduring legacy of craftsmanship.
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Additional Information

SKU 5482-1030

Brand OW Lee

Ships Out Estimate 4 - 6 Weeks

13"x33" Rectangle Fire Pit Burner Glass
Guard 5482-1030 by OW Lee

was

$388.00 Special
Price

$291.00
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